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Abstract
In today‟s scenario of increasing energy needs, there is a huge dependence on renewable energy sources along
with the conventional sources. One of the most important renewable energy resources is the sun. However, the
problem with solar power is that it is directly dependent on light intensity. To produce the maximum amount of
energy, a solar panel must be perpendicular to the light source. Because the sun moves both throughout the day
as well as throughout a year, a solar panel must be able to follow the sun‟s movement to produce the maximum
possible power. There are a large number of methods available for solar tracking and hence maximizing the
output .This paper proposes an Arduino Uno microcontroller board based solar tracking system. As compared to
the conventional solar panels, the one mounted with microcontroller based tracking system will give enhanced
output.
Key Words: Microcontroller, Tracking, Light Dependent Resistors.

I.

Introduction

With the impending scarcity of non-renewable resources, people are considering to use alternate sources of
energy. From all other available resources sun energy is the most abundant and it‟s comparatively easy to
convert it to electrical energy. Use of solar panel to convert sun‟s energy to electrical is very popular, but due to
transition of the Sun from east to west the fixed solar panel may not be able to generate optimum energy. A solar
panel in unification with a tracking system can provide best results.
This tracking movement is achieved by coupling a stepper motor to the solar panel such that the panel maintains
its face always perpendicular to the Sun to generate maximum energy. This is achieved by using a programmed
microcontroller to deliver stepped pulses in periodical time intervals for the stepper motor to rotate the mounted
panel as desired.
Further the project can be enhanced by using RTC (Real Time Clock) to follow the Sun. This helps in
maintaining the required position of the panel even if the power is interrupted for some time.

 Passive
 Active

II.

Types of solar trackers:

 Passive Solar Tracking:-
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This system uses the idea of thermal expansion of materials as method for tracking. Typically a
chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) or a type of shape memory alloy is placed on either side of solar panel. When the
panel is perpendicular with the sun, the two sides are at equilibrium. Once the sun moves, one side is heated and
causes one side to expand and the other to contract, causing the solar panel to rotate.




Active Solar Tracking :
Astronomical: The electronic system calculates the current position of the Sun at the location and the
tracking motor moves the solar modules perpendicular to the Sun at pre-set times intervals using
precise coordinates.
Sensor Controlled: Instead of aligning the modules using the astronomical position of the Sun, a
tracking system fitted with light sensor points the solar panels towards the brightest points in the sky.
Under a complete overcast sky for example, the modules will be in a horizontal position.

III.

Proposed System for Solar Tracking

 Block diagram

Description
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1.
Sensors:
Light dependent resistors (LDR) are used for sensing the light intensity falling on them. Based on the
configuration of these resistors, the software coding and the direction of maximum light intensity, proper control
signals are generated for the servomotors.
2.
A/D Converter:
This is used to convert the analog voltage signal from the sensors into binary digital levels to be processed by the
ALU. It is inherently present in the microcontroller.
3.
ALU:
This is used to process the input signal levels from the sensors and provide the resulting control signals to
servomotors. This is also present inside the microcontroller.
4.
Motor:
Two servomotors have been used. The lower motor rotates the solar panel in the horizontal plane and the upper
motor in the azimuthal plane. Based on the control signals generated by the microprocessor, the movement of
two motors is controlled and so the inclination of the solar panel.
5.
Solar panel
The solar panel is used to harness the solar energy falling on it, and converting it into corresponding voltage to
be stored as electrochemical energy.
6.
Battery
The battery is used to store the electrochemical energy generated by the solar panel.
7.
Power Supply:
A constant D.C. power supply is needed to provide proper biasing to the LDRs and also to give power supply to
the servomotors.
 Flowchart depicting the operation of solar tracker
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Description of the Flow Chart





If the light intensity in the Left, Centre and Right LDR‟s are the same , then no operation takes place
else:


If the intensity of left LDR is greater than the Centre LDR and that of Right LDR
Less than that of Centre LDR, then the lower servomotor moves one unit left.



In the opposite case, the lower servomotor moves one unit right.

If the light intensity in the left, Centre and Right LDR „s are the same, then no operation takes place
 If the intensity of top LDR is greater than the Centre LDR and that of Bottom LDR less than
that of Centre LDR, then the upper servomotor moves one unit up.


In the opposite case, the upper servomotor moves one unit down.

 READINGS OBTAINED WITH/WITHOUT TRACKING
TRACKING OFF
S.No.

Time of Day

Voltage generated in volts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00

6.59
6.63
6.56
6.42
6.30
5.90
5.67
5.40
5.25

Current generated in
mA
86.9
90.8
55.5
49.6
40.7
20.7
17.4
10.6
6.4

TRACKING ON
S.No.

Time of Day

Voltage generated in volts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

08:00
09:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
13:00
14:00
15:00
16:00

6.67
6.46
6.30
6.37
6.47
6.25
6.21
6.10
5.95
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Current generated in
mA
82.9
93.8
58.4
50.0
45.2
35.8
30.3
28.2
20.6
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Current generated (V) vs time of day
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Voltage generated (V) vs time of day
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IV.

Conclusions:

From the tables above, it can be concluded that till the time 12 noon, when the sun reaches exactly
overhead, the energy levels are not significantly different in tracking off and on conditions but after 12 noon,
significant difference in levels can be observed in the attained values. This is the time when the solar tracker
plays an important role in extracting more energy than it would have without tracking. With the values obtained,
an average percentage increase of approximately 18% in the power output can be seen. These values are
obtained from a low grade solar cell and minor errors in the control systems, with the use of a high grade solar
cell and sophisticated circuitry, these values can be improved and higher increase in the power output can be
seen.
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